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Peira Cava 

             In the heart of the Mercantour National Park  
 
 
 

The IGESA residence located in the heart of the village and one hour from 
Nice, you can combine outings in the middle of nature and discovery of the 

Nice hinterland. With its tranquility and authenticity, Peïra-Cava is the ideal 
place to experience specials moments with family or friends. 
 

 

 
 
Accommodation 

-16 renovated apartments for 2 to 8 people. All the apartments are equipped with TV and have 

a bathroom with shower, separate WC and an equipped kitchen. 

- sheets and towels (beds not made on arrival) 

- loan of baby equipment (under 2 years old) 

- cleaning packages possible 
 

For your comfort : 

- WiFi point 

- outdoor parking  

- bicycle storage 

- laundry (paying); 

- free access to tourist information point 

- children's play area 
 

Leisure : multisports ground, basketball, fitness trail, ping-pong, petanque, mini golf. 

Near*: hiking, tennis, climbing, via ferrata, canyoning, summer toboggan, Mountain biking, 

pony rides, Peïra-Cava adventures.*paying 
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Information +  
-arrival: from 16h  

-departure before 10h 

-reception opens every day from 9h to 10h and from 18h to 19h and Saturday from 8h to 11h 

and from 16h to 20h. 

-sheets and towels provided (beds not made on arrival) 

-cleaning during the stay is your responsibility 

-possibility of cleaning fees - for a large apartment: € 100 for the complete cleaning of the 

apartment, € 40 for the kitchen area, € 60 for the apartment (exept the kitchen area). For a 

small apartment: € 80 for the complete cleaning of the apartment, € 40 for the kitchen area, € 

40 for the apartment (expect the kitchen area) 

- necessary vehicle  

-all shops 20-40 minutes away 

 

 

THE DAY OF YOUR ARRIVAL 

Your apartment will be available from 16h (Saturday). In case of late arrival or for arrivals 

outside Saturday, please to contact the residence.  

On your arrival, We will ask you: the Igesa bill, the payment of the tourist tax, a deposit of € 

150.00 (bank check, cash or ID card) 
 
 

ACCESS TO THE ESTABLISHMENT 

- A8 motorway: Until Nice, take exit n ° 55 Nice Est, then direction Contes (D2206) / 

L’Escarène / Lucéram. At the end of the village Lucéram, take Peïra-Cava on the right (D21). 

- Train: Nice Côte d´azur SNCF station. 

- Airport: Nice Côte d'Azur Airport 

- GPS coordinates: 43.933965, 7.362639 
Links are not provided by IGESA between train stations or airports and the residence. 
You can reach the establishment by taxi on 0033 6.20.53.35.27 or 00336.21.50.47.51. 

 
 

Résidence IGESA PEIRA CAVA 
 951 route de l’Authion 06440 PEÏRA-CAVA 

Tél.0033 4.93.91.57.07 Fax : 0033 4.93.91.56.28  
 peiracava@igesa.fr 


